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Karakka
Shelter and food for birds
Karaka is a large, attractive, and relati-
vely fast-growing tree. It bears fruits of 
the same name in large numbers. The 
common name karaka comes from the 
Mãori language, and is also the Mãori 
term for orange colour, from the colour of 
the fruit. Maori people made extensive  
use of karaka fruits and nuts as food  
both before and after the arrival of 
Europeans. The pulp of the fruit is 
edible, although bitter.

GSLV Mk - III
A game changer for India
On June 5, 2017, we achieved another kind of freedom – we broke free 
from foreign dependence for launching our communication satellites 
weighing upwards of 2000 kg. Ours has been an arduous journey. It all 
started with a small bang at 18:25 IST, November 21, 1963 when a 
sounding rocket of US origin, called Nike Apache, was launched from a 
sleepy fishing village, Thumba, near Thiruvananthapuram.

Computer Virus
An intruder obstructing use of computer
The computer world is perennially shaken by media reports on 
hurdles caused in the effective use of computers in the service 
of man. Referred to as computer attacks, such events are created 
by some computer experts with bad intentions. Their intention is 
to prevent access to information resources by desired users as they want. 
This is done through, among other ways, spread of computer viruses.

Best Selling Books of All Times
Pride of all collections
Currently there is a feeling as well as saying that the book reading habit of 
people shows a downward trend. There are many reasons pointed out in 
support of this saying, including high cost of printed books. However, 
there are many people for whom books are a weakness, and they keep 
their own personal library at home. 

Eucalyptus Oil
Age old traditional cure
Eucalyptus oil, locally also known as Nilgiri oil is one 
ingredient that can have far reaching effects on our overall 
well-being. This amazing oil is extracted from the dried leaves 
of the eucalyptus tree through a steam-distillation process.
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Technology May Fail You 
Be careful! Over-dependence on technology may fail you. In the present 

day life, people are a lot dependent on electronic gadgets. It is not uncommon 
to notice people falling into the clutches of these devices, and failing in their 
ventures. A common cause of failure of electronic devices is the electric power 
problem. Many people do not anticipate this problem, and take it for granted 
that such a problem cannot exist. I have witnessed several occasions when 
presenters fail to make an impressive demonstration of their work due to the 
faulty working or non-working of the gadgets. Many times the problem may be 
traced to incompatibility of devices at the source or place of creation and those at 
the place of use. We are also aware of the hooting and screeching of mike systems.  

In modern times, machines and gadgets are, in general, controlled by 
computers embedded in them. Faulty working of these computers can fail 
the devices holding them. Machines, devices, computers and their working 
mechanisms are all made by human beings. Human beings are generally error 
prone. Their errors can propagate into machines, which may manifest only on 
quite unexpected situations. The errors may not be identified in the usual course 
of the working of the mechanisms. But the effect of such errors can be critical. 
There are instances being quoted occasionally of critical emergencies and loss of 
human life due to the failure of electronic equipments. 

Quite often, computer based errors occur due to unexpected and unanticipated 
behaviour of the software driving the working of the computer. Such errors, 
classified as software errors have caused costly failure of several ventures. Such 
failures have happened in the past in the case of some space missions, health 
monitoring systems, communication systems, etc.  Identification and avoidance 
of such errors require specialized expertise. Even with such expertise, it cannot be 
expected to have fully dependent machines and devices created by human beings.

Human experience is an important factor to be counted on 
when we think of creating failure safe machines and devices. 
Experiential knowledge can contribute substantially in the 
making of failure safe systems.

In any case, it is better not to depend bluntly and blindly on 
technological advances. Keep a caution on possible malfunction 
and failure of the mechanisms. 
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Nature Line

Karakka
Shelter and Food for Birds

Karaka or New Zealand laurel is a leafy canopy tree with erect or 
spreading branches.  Botanically it is known as Corynocarpus laevigatus 
and belongs to the family Corynocarpaceae which is endemic to New 
Zealand. It is common throughout the North and South Islands to 
Banks Peninsula and Okarito, on the Three Kings Islands, on Raoul 
Island in the Kermadecs, and on the Chatham Islands. It is widespread 
in coastal habitats, often forming a major component of coastal forest, 
though it rarely dominates. Most botanists consider it to be native only 
to the northern half of the North Island, having been planted elsewhere 
by Māori near former village sites, and subsequently spread by birds. 
The common name karaka comes from the Māori language, and is also 
the Māori term for orange  colour, from the colour of the fruit. In the 
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Chatham Islands, it is called kōpī, its name in the Moriori language. It is 
naturalised and considered invasive in Hawaii.

As well as being found wild, karaka trees were deliberately planted 
throughout New Zealand and remnant karaka groves can be found from 
Northland down to Otago. Some very famous trees in the Chatham 
Islands still show very old, rare and mysterious carvings on their trunks 
left by the early Moriori people. A team of Ecological Monitoring and 
Consultants, carried out a study of karaka some years ago. It plotted the 
incidence of both wild and native plantings throughout New Zealand, 
mapping their usually coastal distribution. Continuing on from this 
work a joint research project is now taking a closer look at karaka and 
karaka prospects in New Zealand.

Karaka is called as such in Malayalam, karonda in Hindi, Cran or 
Kiwi berry in English, Vakkay or Peddakalavi in Telugu, Karjige  in 
Kannada and Karamdaa, Karvand, Kalakkai, Karamcha, etc. in other 
Indian languages. 

This evergreen tree is a popular abode for smaller birds to sleep 
during the winter. It is of great value to birds and other fauna, including 
invertebrates that feed on their fruits and disperse their seeds. The ability 
to bear fruit in winter gives this plant an important ecological value, being 
a good food source for many species, especially birds, at a time when 
resources are scarce.

Karaka may be easily grown from fresh seed, but cuttings are very 
difficult to strike. Young plants are frost-tender and sensitive to cold. The 
tree often naturalises in suitable habitats. It is common in cultivation and 
widely available for sale both in New Zealand and in suitable climates 
elsewhere. It was widely cultivated by the Māori.

Karaka is a large, attractive, and relatively fast-growing tree. It germinates 
readily from seed and seems largely disease and pest free. There appears to 
be good circumstantial evidence for the involvement of natural biological 
control agents. The tree grows to heights up to 15 m and has a stout trunk 
up to 1 m in diameter. The thick, leathery leaves are glossy, dark green 
above and paler beneath, 50–200 mm long, and 30–70 mm wide with 
petioles 10–15 mm long. In winter and spring, karaka produces a mass 
of small, fragile, stout, erect panicles of tiny flowers. Individual flower is 
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4–5 mm in diameter and greenish-cream to off-white or pale yellow. It 
is interesting to note that honey bees do not seem to take well to karaka. 
The HortResearch Apiculture Research Unit at Ruakura Research Centre 
advise that the nectar appears to be toxic to bees. Apparently this does not 
pose any health problem for honey production.

The trees themselves can bear a very large crop of attractive and very 
aromatic bright orange berries in February and March – though there 
is a lot of variation in flowering and fruiting according to geographical 
locations. A biennial bearing habit and tree to tree seedling variation also 
seems quite common.

The fruit, by the same name Karaka, is an ellipsoid to ovoid drupe 
25–46 mm long, with pale yellow to orange flesh. In summer karaka trees 
bear heavy loads of orange berries. Within each berry is a seed containing 
a lethal toxin known as karakin. Māori people discovered that they could 
make karaka berries and nuts safe for eating by first baking them, and 
then soaking them in water. The fruit ripens in summer and autumn  and 
the seeds are mostly dispersed by birds which eat the fruit.
Use as Food and Medicine

Maori people made extensive use of karaka fruits and nuts as food 
both before and after the arrival of Europeans. The pulp of the fruit is 
edible, although bitter. The nuts contain the toxic alkaloid karakin. 19th 
century records show  that the Maori people did extensive processing to 
convert the nuts to an edible form, and mention that if the processing was 
not done with the greatest care, poisoning would result with symptoms 
including violent convulsions and severe muscle spasms which could 
leave the limbs permanently fixed in contorted positions. 

Karaka nuts taste a bit like an acidic chestnut, and many others 
stressing how highly esteemed the nut was to Maori in the past. Many 
people still speak fondly of the nuts today. Dried and roasted karaka nuts 
look almost exactly like roast coffee beans. 

The berry flesh itself is not poisonous. It is possible to extract juice 
from karaka flesh for consumption. Making pickles of karaka berries is 
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Commemorative Days

popular among people for consumption along with other food items. 
While the berries themselves do not seem to have been widely eaten 
fresh by humans they are a favourite food of the native pigeon. The ripe 
berries exude a powerful mix of volatile compounds which, as well as 
being extremely aromatic,  also cause the foliage surrounding the fruiting 
clusters to prematurely senesce and fall – making the berries even more 
visible and accessible to bird life. The leaves also feature prominently in 
traditional Maori medicinal practice as a wound dressing. The timber has 
been used for making canoe paddles.

[CGS]

Most of the days in a calendar year are observed as commemorative 
days, may be throughout the world, or in some specific countries. 
Below is a list of such days in July.

As declared by the United Nations:

1 July (First Saturday in July) - International Day of Cooperatives  

11 July - World Population Day 

15 July - World Youth Skills Day 

18 July - Nelson Mandela International Day  

28 July - World Hepatitis Day  

30 July - International Day of Friendship  

30 July - World Day against Trafficking in Persons  

Commemorative Days observed in India

6  July  -  World Zoonoses Day

10 July  -  Fisherman's Day (in Kerala)

11 July  -  World Population Day 
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Every nation has certain dates etched into its history. August 
15, 1947 is one such for India when she won political freedom. On  
June 5, 2017 we achieved another kind of freedom – we broke free from foreign 
dependence for launching our communication satellites weighing upwards 
of 2000 kg.

Ours has been an arduous journey; ordinarily no nation shares its 
jealously guarded rocket technology with another. Remember how difficult 
it is for a toddler to master walking ! It all started with a small bang at 
18:25 IST, November 21, 1963 when a sounding  rocket of US origin,  

called Nike Apache,  was launched from a sleepy fishing village, Thumba,  near 
Thiruvananthapuram (formerly, Trivandrum), Kerala State, South India. 
Besides the US, we had collaborators such as France and Russia in that 
maiden flight of a rocket from Indian soil, carrying scientific instruments 
to study our atmosphere. In 1968, Thumba Equatorial Rocket 
Launching Station (TERLS) was dedicated to the UN. The geographic 

GSLV Mk - III
A Game Changer for India

Space Line
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uniqueness of TERLS –close proximity to what is known as Magnetic 
Equator – attracted many a foreign scientist to conduct scientific 
experiments from there. 

Even as foreign rockets were regularly being launched from TERLS, 
India started developing rockets on her own. As elsewhere in life, 

The efforts of ISRO were first directed to developing Sounding 
Rockets and gradually shifted to Launch Vehicles. It is pertinent to 
note the difference between these two types. A Sounding Rocket 
can be likened to a stone thrown upward that steadily loses it speed, 
thanks to earth’s gravity, and falls back to the earth. It may contain 
one rocket stage or more. In any case, the time during which the 
rockets are propelled is very much shorter than the total flight 
time. Instruments carried by the Sounding Rocket make scientific 
observations.

On the other hand, a Satellite Launch Vehicle continuously 
accelerate (gaining speed) until it finally attains a velocity (loosely, 
speed) typically 8 km/second (29000 km/hour), and a satellite 
attached to the top the vehicle, when separated, will settle into 
an orbit around the earth. A typical launch vehicle may contain 3 - 4  
rocket stages which burn one after the other, each imparting a 
fraction of the intended final velocity. When the first stage – often 
called booster – burns out its fuel, the stage itself is separated and 
allowed to fall away, so done in order to avoid the ordeal of carrying 
a dead, unproductive weight. This process is known as staging. This 
process repeats stage after stage until the satellite is separated and 
injected into an orbit. If, on the contrary, launching an interplanetary 
probe - rather than a satellite into an earth orbit - is our objective, 
the procedure is largely similar but requires a velocity of a little 
over 11 km/second (40,000 km/hour). This speed is known as  
Escape Velocity because that enables an object to break the umbilical 
cord of earth’s gravity.
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the first tottering steps were agonizing; yet on November 20, 1967 a 
pigmy rocket, called RH-75, made a successful flight. RH stands for 
Rohini, a generic name for a family of sounding rockets developed 
by Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO). RH-75 measured  
75 mm in diameter, 1 ½ m in height and it weighed under 7 kg! 
We have come a long way from that stage during the intervening 
decades. GSLV Mk III, launched on June 5, 2017 was a veritable 
giant in comparison. It weighs 640 tonnes on the launch pad !  
(1 tonne = 1000 kg). It carried aloft a communication satellite 
weighing over 3100 kg. Until then 2000 kg was our limit afforded by 
its predecessor, GSLV Mk-II first flown successfully in 2001.

GSLV Mk-III was not attained in one single step.  ISRO started 
with the modest ambition of developing a launch vehicle, named 
SLV-3, capable of orbiting a 40 kg satellite. We achieved that 
capability on July 18, 1980 after one failed attempt a year earlier. It 
helped us find our place as the sixth member in the exclusive club 
of spacefaring nations. For several decades, there was no seventh 
member! Then there was the Augmented Satellite Launch Vehicle 
(ASLV), which in spite of its two failures in four launches, taught 
us many valuable lessons in launch vehicle technology during 1985 
– 1995.  To enter the big game, we needed at least the capability 
of launching Remote Sensing satellites into what are known as 
sunsynchronous orbits. The answer was the Polar Satellite Launch 
Vehicle (PSLV) that had a successful mission on October 15, 1994 
after a failure a year before. PSLV has consistently demonstrated its 
reliability by a long continuous series of nearly 40 successful flights, 
the latest one on June 23, 2017. The solitary failure was its first 
flight in 1993. It is now our workhorse and has won international 
credibility so much so that other nations have been approaching us 
for launching their satellites on commercial basis. Before we had our 
PSLV, we had to depend on the former Soviet Union for launching 
our IRS series of Remote Sensing satellites. 
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Despite PSLV, there was a missing gap. Just as important as remote 
sensing satellites for national development, are communication 
satellites. We had no vehicle to launch communication satellites. So 
from the early 1990s, ISRO started the development of GSLV Mk-II. 
Though most of the systems of PSLV could be used in GSLV Mk-
II, a cryogenic rocket stage was necessary for its upper stage. That 
was something new for us and so it was decided to buy a Cryogenic 
Stage from a foreign country. The price named by established western 
sources was prohibitively high. There was one exception, though, 
from the former Soviet Union. Not only was the price irresistibly 
economical, but it included technology transfer, too. So GSLV Mk-
II was configured with rocket stages of PSLV heritage and the Soviet 
Cryo Stage. Shortly afterwards, the collapse of Soviet Union and the 
consequent geopolitical changes forced us to buy only the Russian Cryo 
Stage without technology transfer. GSLV Mk-II had its first successful 
flight on April 18, 2001. A few following missions used the imported 
Russian Cryo Stage.  In time, ISRO developed its own cryo stage with 
similar performance. Even so, its capability stopped at about 2000 kg, 
which was anyway the original design goal of GSLV Mk-II. ISRO 
is still using GSLV Mk-II for the lighter communication satellites – 
lighter in comparison to the prevailing world benchmark of roughly 
4000 kg. This limitation prodded ISRO towards GSLV Mk-III. And 
it had a happy ending on June 5, 2017. Or, is it  the beginning of a new 
journey? 

GSLV Mk–III is an entirely new animal! It goes way beyond all our 
previous launch vehicles. It is  43 ½ m tall, 4 m in girth and weighs 640 
tonnes on the launch pad.  It has three rocket stages. There are two strap-on 
boosters each carrying about 200 tonnes of solid propellant. The Second 
Stage is built around a cluster of two liquid propellant rocket engines 
derived from PSLV and GSLV Mk–II heritage.The third Cryo Upper Stage 
is altogether different in design from the Cryo Stage of GSLV Mk–II. Not 
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only does it develop almost twiceas much rocket thrust, but it carries more 
than twice as much cryogenic propellant comprising Liquid Hydrogen and 
Liquid Oxygen. 

After one or two more consistently successful missions, GSLV Mk-
III  will be added to our operational arsenal. And from then, no more 
approaching a foreign agency for launching our heavy communication 
satellite!

This is just a brief outline of only the highlights of ISRO’s achievements 
in the area of rocketry without delving into the trials and tribulations, not 
to mention the public humiliation accompanying the early failures. These 
failures are natural and also universal encountered by any nation trying to 
master space technology from “Level Zero”. The redeeming thing is that we 
have overcome all the vexatious steps in the learning curve. 

It will be an unpardonable act of ingratitude at this stage if we forget the 
fortuitous confluence of three great visionaries who took the early initiatives 
in independent India. Those are Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru,  
Dr. Homi Bhabha and Dr. Vikram Sarabhai.

India salutes them!
[PR]

Your Will is Always Within Your Power
Nothing truly stops you when it is your time. 
Nothing truly holds you back. For, your own will is always within your 

control.
Sickness may challenge your body. But are you merely your body? 

Lameness may impede your legs. But you are not merely your legs! Your 
will is bigger than your legs.

Your will need not be affected by an incident, unless you let it. Remember 
this with everything that happens to you.

[Art of Living, Epictetus]
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The computer world is perennially shaken by media reports on hurdles 
caused in the effective use of computers in the service of man. Referred to as 
computer attacks, such events are created  by some computer experts with 
bad intentions. Their intention is to prevent access to information resources 
by desired users as they want. This is done through, among other ways, 
spread of computer viruses.

 Working of the computer involves use of computer files which store 
information containing software (computer programs and data). Comput-
er performs intended tasks by accessing these information resources from 
computer files. Using specified computer instructions constituting small 
computer programs, these information resources can be modified, deleted, 
scrabbled or made inaccessible to the desired user. Such small computer 
programs are called computer viruses. They are also called by the name 
malware indicating that they do malicious activities in the computer.

 A computer virus is a small piece of software that piggybacks on real 
programs. For example, a virus might attach itself to a program such as a 
spreadsheet program. Each time the spreadsheet program, or a copy of it 
runs on a computer, the virus runs, too, and it has the chance to reproduce 
(by attaching to other programs) and wreak havoc.

Computer viruses usually spread in one of three ways: through copying 
files from removable media; through files from downloads off the Internet; 
and from e-mail attachments. Although the Internet gets a bad rap as a 
source of viruses, you're no more likely to contract a virus from the Web 
than you are from packaged software.

The earliest known malware invented is, in fact, a computer vi-
rus. It is a type of malicious software that, when executed, replicates by 
reproducing itself (copying its own source code) and spreading it in 
the file in which it exists, or infecting other computer programs in  
other files by modifying them. Such computer programs, when get copied 

Computer Virus
An Intruder Obstructing Use of  Computer

Computer Line
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along with other programs to run on other computers, can infect programs 
on the computer onto which they are copied, as well as destroy data files, or 
the "boot" sector program of the hard drive which initiates the working of 
the computer, thus disabling it to work.

 Of course, such software can be created only by real experts knowing all 
the internal intricacies of a computer.

 The concept of a computer virus might have its origin in a writing of 
John von Neumann, one of the founders of computer science. He wrote an 
article on the “Theory of Self-Reproducing Automata” that was published 
in 1966. An automaton (Automata in plural) is an abstract self-propelled 
computing device which follows a predetermined sequence of operations 
automatically. An automaton with a finite number of states is considered 
as a model of a computer program. Thus the concept of a self-replicating 
program has its origin in Neumann's automata theory.

Based on the theory of self-reproducing automata, a computer game was 
programmed in Bell Laboratory by Victor Vysotsky, H. Douglas McIlroy and  
Robert P Morris. They named it Core Wars. In this game, infectious and 
self-replicating programs named organisms competed with the processing 
time of a computer.

In 1971 a computer programmer Bob Thomas developed an experimen-
tal self-replicating program Through the APANET (Advanced Research 
Projects Agency Network) it accessed remote host systems with TENEX op-
erating system and copied itself to them. A message at host systems displayed 
that “I’m the Creeper, catch me if you can!” Another program named Reaper 
was created to delete the existing harmful program Creeper. We may consid-
er Reaper the first antivirus software, but the word "virus" wasn't used as the  
official name of a computer invasion of this type until it was coined by the 
American computer scientist Frederick B. Cohen in 1981.

In 1974 an infectious program was developed to make multiple copies 
of itself on a computer to fill its memory, clogging the system reducing the 
performance of the computer. 

In 1974-75 John Walker developed a program called ANIMAL for the 
UNIVAC 1108 computer. This was said to be a non-malicious program 
that is known to spread through shared tapes.

In 1981 a program called the “Elk Cloner” was developed by Richard 
Skrenta for the Apple II personal computer Systems. This was created to 
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infect Apple DOS 3.3 operating system. This program started to spread 
through files and folders that are transferred to other computers through 
floppy disk. This was the year when the term “Virus” was coined by Fred-
erick Cohen for the computer programs that are infectious as it has the 
tendency to replicate. The "Elk Virus" was responsible for being the first 
computer virus to cause a massive outbreak ever in history. And the word 
virus has got a meaningful connotation as – Vital Information Resources 
Under Siege.

Probably the earliest world-wide shock of a computer virus was felt 
when one was developed in 1986 by two Pakistani brothers in Lahore Pa-
kistan. The virus named "Brain" was designed by Amjad Farooq Alvi and 
Basit Farooq Alvi with the intention of determining the piracy of a software 
written by them. Like Elk Cloner, it was also a boot sector virus, although 
its creators had little in common with Skrenta. Pakistani brothers Basit and 
Amjad Farooq Alvi said they hadn't heard of him or Elk Cloner when they 
wrote Brain in 1986.

With the appearance of Brain malware, the growth of computer viruses 
became very fast. Some of the names of typical, dangerous and devastating 
viruses of all times are: ILOVEYOU, Melissa, My Doom, Code Red, Sass-
er, CIH, Anna Kournikova, Blaster, Netsky, OSX/RSPlug and Storm. The 
Big Picture Book of Viruses based on the Sixth Report of the International 
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (1995) listed over 4200 names of vi-
ruses (a large number of them being various strains of one and the same) 
identified till then. What is the number currently can be anybody's guess.

 Computer viruses are categorised according to their functionalities as 
worms, trojans, boot sector virus, memory virus, overwrite virus, file system 
virus, browser hijacker, cluster virus, ransomware, etc.

A large reason for the existence of computer viruses is Botnets. Botnets 
are large "networks" of computers that have all been compromised by a 
particular virus which takes full control of the computer. Such viruses are 
often called RATs, or Remote Access Trojans. Distributed Denial Of Ser-
vice (DDOS) attacks are usually carried out by Botnets.

A computer worm is a standalone malware computer program that rep-
licates itself in order to spread to other computers. Often, it uses a computer 
network to spread itself, relying on security failures on the target computer 
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to access it. Unlike a computer virus, it does not need to attach itself to an 
existing program.

 Virus protection software (referred to as antivirus software) is designed 
to prevent viruses, worms and Trojans from getting onto a computer as well 
as remove any malicious software code that has already infected a comput-
er. Most virus protection utilities now bundle anti-virus and anti-malware 
capabilities to go along with anti-virus protection.

  There are competing claims for the innovator of the first antivi-
rus product. Possibly, the first publicly documented removal of an "in 
the wild" computer virus (i.e. the "Vienna virus") was performed by  
Bernd Fix in 1987.

An antivirus software checks the program first, comparing it to known 
viruses, worms, and other types of malware. It also does “heuristic” check-
ing, checking programs for types of bad behavior that may indicate a new, 
unknown virus.

Signature-based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) refers to the detec-
tion of attacks by looking for specific patterns, such as byte sequences in 
network traffic, or known malicious instruction sequences used by mal-
ware. This terminology originates from anti-virus software, which refers to 
these detected patterns as signatures.

Viruses affect your computer by corrupting files, interrupting Internet 
traffic and taking over basic functions of your operating system. Viruses can 
record keystrokes and screen data as part of identity theft, and they may 
steal personal information and passwords to transmit back to the malware  
author for malicious purposes.

Viruses can be prevented by taking sensible precautions, including:
 Keeping your operating system up to date
 Using up to date anti-virus software
 Not opening an email attachment unless you are expecting it and 
know the source (many email servers scan emails with anti-virus software 
on user's behalf)

Creation of virus, and antivirus for its detection and destruction, or  
prevention is a big global industry, facilitated by the use of computers. 
Trend shows that the spread of viruses and the use of anti-viruses will grow 
with the growth of computer usage.

[CGS]
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Computer viruses are almost as old as electronic computers them-
selves.  Most people use the term computer virus to refer to all malicious 
software, which we call malware. Computer Viruses are actually just one 
type of malware, self-replicating programs designed to spread itself from 
computer to computer. A virus is, in fact, the earliest known malware  
invented.

During the late 1980's and the early 1990's, viruses on the loose which 
infected files, disks etc. on the computer and caused a great deal of damage 
received a lot of media attention. Magazines such a Business Week, News-
week, Fortune, PC magazine, and Time began publishing articles about 
these destructive viruses running wild and demanded a solution for all these 
problems. 

The term computer virus was formally defined by Fred Cohen in 1983, 
while he performed academic experiments on a Digital Equipment Corpo-
ration VAX system. Viruses are classified as being one of two types: research 
type and in the wild type. A research virus is one that has been written for 
research or study purposes and has received almost no distribution to the 
public. On the other hand, viruses which have been seen with any regu-
larity are termed in the wild. The first computer viruses of the latter type 
were developed in the early 1980s. They were created with the intention of 
checking software piracy. The first viruses found in the wild were Apple II 
viruses, such as Elk Cloner, which was reported in 1981.

 Note that all viruses found in the wild target personal computers. As 
of today, the overwhelming number of virus strains are IBM PC viruses. 
Viruses have evolved over the years due to efforts by their authors to make 
the code more difficult to detect, disassemble, and eradicate. This evolution 
has been especially apparent in the IBM PC viruses; since there are more 
distinct viruses known for the DOS operating system than any other. 

 In 1987, Brain was followed by Alameda (Yale), Cascade, Jerusalem, 
Lehigh, and Miami (South African Friday the 13th). These viruses expand-
ed the target executables to include COM and EXE files. Cascade was  

Evolution of  Computer Viruses
A Historical Log

Computer Line
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encrypted to deter disassembly and detection. Variable encryption appeared 
in 1989 with the 1260 virus. Stealth viruses, which employ various tech-
niques to avoid detection, also first appeared in 1989, such as Zero Bug, 
Dark Avenger and Frodo (4096 or 4K). In 1990, self-modifying viruses, 
such as Whale were introduced. The year 1991 brought the GP1 virus, 
which is ``network-sensitive'' and attempts to steal Novell NetWare pass-
words. Since their inception, viruses have become increasingly complex. 

The following is a short history of some of the most notorious viruses 
and malware ever:

1986 – Brain boot sector virus was programmed and developed by two 
Pakistani programmers Basit Farooq Alvi, and his brother, Amjad Farooq 
Alvi for the IBN PC.

1987- Lehigh virus was programmed in Yale University to infect com-
mand.com files on IBM PC.

1987 - Cascade virus is a self-encrypted file virus which was the out-
come of IBM’s own antivirus product.

1987 - Jerusalem virus was first detected in the city of Jerusalem. This 
was developed to destroy all files in an infected computer on the thirteenth 
day that falls on a Friday.

1988 –Morris Worm was created by Robert Tappan Morris to infect 
DEC VAX and Sun machines running BSD UNIX through the Internet.  
This is best known for exploiting the computers that are prone to buffer 
overflow vulnerabilities.

1990 – Symantec launched one of the first antivirus programs called the 
Norton Antivirus, to fight against the infectious viruses. The first family of 
polymorphic virus called the Chameleon was developed by Ralf Burger.

1995 – Concept virus was created to spread and attack Microsoft Word 
documents.

1996 – A macro virus known as Laroux was developed to infect Mic-
rosoft Excel Documents, a virus named Baza was developed to infect Win-
dows 95 and Virus named Staog was created to infect Linux.

1998 – CIH Virus - the first version was developed by Chen Ing Hau 
from Taiwan.

1999 – Happy99 worm was developed to attach itself to emails with 
a message Happy New Year. Outlook Express and Internet Explorer on 
Windows 95 and 98 were affected.

2000 – ILOVEYOU virus capable of deleting files in JPEGs, MP2, or 
MP3 formats was created.

2001 – Anna Kournikova virus was spread by emails to the contacts 
in the compromised address book of Microsoft Outlook. The emails  
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purported to contain pictures of the very attractive female tennis player, but 
in fact hid a malicious virus.

2002 – LFM-926 virus was developed to infect Shockware Flash files. 
Beast or RAT backdoor Trojan was released for infecting all versions of 
Windows OS.

2004 – MyDoom worm, also called the Novang. was developed to 
share files and permit hackers to access infected computers. It is known as 
the fastest mailer worm.

2005 – Samy XXA virus was developed to spread faster and it is known 
to infect the Windows family.

2006 – OSX/Leap-A: This was the first ever known malware discovered 
against Mac OS X. Nyxem worm was created to spread by mass-mailing, 
destroying Microsoft Office files.

2007 – Storm worm was created for fast spreading email spamming threat 
against Microsoft systems that compromised millions of systems. Zeus Trojan 
that infects used capture login credentials from banking web sites and commits  
financial fraud was created.

2008 – Koobface virus was developed and created to target Facebook 
and MySpace users.

2010 – Kenzero virus was created to spread online between sites 
through browsing history.

2013 – Cryptolocker trojan was developed to encrypt the files on in-
fected  machine and demand a ransom to unlock the files.

2014 – Backoff Malware designed to compromise Point-of-Sale (POS) 
systems to steal credit card data was developed.

The latest in the series of computer viruses are termed as ransom-ware be-
cause the user of the affected computer is asked to pay a ransom for bringing 
back the computer to normalcy.  Sad to say, the history will continue. That 
makes keeping up with the latest antivirus and firewall technology ever so  
important.

In March 1988, the first anti-virus software was designed and devel-
oped to detect and remove the Brain virus. The anti-virus also immunized 
floppy disks to get rid of the Brian infection. At the same time, the Cascade 
virus appeared in Germany. The Cascade virus was the first encrypted virus, 
which was coded and could not be changed or removed. 

 [CGS]
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Keep your attention focussed entirely on what is truly your own 

concern, and be clear that what belongs to others is their business 

and none of yours. If you do this, you will be impervious to coercion 

and no one ever hold you back. You will be truly free and effective, 

for your efforts will be put to good use won't be foolishly squandered 

finding fault with or opposing others.

In knowing and attending to what actually concerns you, you 

cannot be made to do anything against your will others can't 

hurt you, you don't incur enemies or suffer harm.

If you want to live by such principles, remember that it won't 

be easy. You may well have to forego wealth and power if you 

want to assure the attainment of happiness and freedom.

[Art of Living, Epictetus]

Stick to your own business

Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
Solution on page 29

EKL Sudoku 117 
[Medium]

1 2 8 3

2 3 5 4 9
9 8 2

4 8 7 9
6 8 5
1 2 9 6 4

8 3 4 2
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Eucalyptus oil, also locally 
known as Nilgiri oil is one ingre-
dient that can have far-reaching 
effects on our overall well-being. 
This amazing oil is extracted from 
the dried leaves of the eucalyptus 
tree through a steam-distillation 
process. This oil is a colorless liq-
uid with a strong woody and sweet scent. Today, over 95% of the oil 
is produced in China and around 5% of the oil comes from Australia.

The oil is largely used for first-aid purposes due to its vast reme-
dial and healing properties. It is used for the treatment of cuts, mi-
nor wounds, blisters, and bruises. Application of the oil also heals skin 
irritation and insect bites. Especially appropriate for skin eruptions 
and oily complexions, it is also used for herpes, acne, and chicken pox  
treatment. 

The oil has been used in a variety of forms for centuries to treat 
different ailments, including wounds, fevers, coughing, sneezing and 
respiratory ailments. Studies have proved that just 2% dilution of the 
eucalyptus oil can kill 70% of the airborne staphylococcus bacteria . The 
oil, along with anise and peppermint, reduces coughing by suppressing 
the cough reflex of the brain. To treat a runny nose and loosen severe 
congestion, combine cypress oil with eucalyptus oil in equal proportions 
and apply on the chest, nose, forehead and the back.

For an effective homemade remedy, mix eucalyptus essential oil with 
an equivalent amount of apple cider vinegar and dab on the problematic 
areas. This mixture can also be used as an antiseptic on boils, wounds, 
and insect bites.

Eucalyptus oil
Age Old Traditional Cure

Health Line
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Many aromatherapists use eucalyptus oil for their remedies. The in-
halation of the sweet-smelling oil helps relax the body. Eucalyptus oil can 
also be used in therapeutic massages. 

As eucalyptus essential oil is an antiviral and anti-inflammatory 
agent, it can help ease the pain caused by the rashes, due to its strong 
analgesic properties.

Eucalyptus oil has many chemicals that promote blood vessel con-
striction and cleansing. This process, in turn, promotes follicle stimula-
tion. The stimulation promotes hair development. It is quite common 
for people to use eucalyptus essential oil as a treatment for lice and itchy 
head. Eucalyptus essential oil is a proven follicle stimulant that can im-
proves shine, thickness, and overall health of your hair. 

Its germicidal characteristics help make it an effective tool to 
fight dental problems. It can treat cavities, gingivitis, and even  
dental plaque. 

Massage a few drops of eucalyptus oil on the chest during an asthma 
attack or inhale the aroma directly to breathe better. It is also effective 
to get instant relief from Bronchitis-related symptoms. In case of nasal 
congestion, inhaling a few drops of the oil helps clear the nasal passage 
and also make you feel rejuvenated.

Spraying a few drops of the oil mixed with peppermint oil all over 
the body will cool down the body saving one from heat stroke. Massage 
with the oil helps increase the blood circulation. In case of ear ache, you 
may massage the oil around the outer ear for relief.

It is common practice to diffuse eucalyptus oil throughout the home 
of a person with measles. Also massaging a few drops of oil into the 
reflex points of the feet of the patient is done.

Eucalyptus oil boasts of anti-inflammatory properties that make it 
an effective medicine for external pain. Patients with arthritis, ligament 
and tendon sprains, fibrosis, nerve pain, and muscle pain use eucalyp-
tus oil to alleviate pain. Massage a few drops of eucalyptus oil evenly 
over the affected area to ease the pain. Remember to massage towards 
the heart, in order to move the lactic acid build-up through the lym-
phatic system.

Eucalyptus essential oil can be used to treat a myriad of medical 
disorders. On contact with air, it forms ozone. Ozone is an excellent 
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antiseptic, and thus, it is used to treat ulcers, abrasions, sores, cuts and 
burns. It also helps treat insect bites and stings. Its antimicrobial activ-
ities help arrest the growth of new germs, while treating the wound. 
Eucalyptus is one of the best home remedies for superficial injuries.

As a vermifuge, eucalyptus essential oil helps flush germs from the 
intestines. It has been proved that ingesting a small quantity of eucalyp-
tus oil deters microbial, bacterial and parasitic conditions in the body. 
It is especially helpful in treating some vulnerable parts of the body like 
the colons and intestines.

Make eucalyptus tea by adding dried leaves of eucalyptus along with 
a few drops of eucalyptus essential oil. Boil water and add a green tea 
bag to it. Simultaneously add eucalyptus leaves and oil and cover for 
around 15 minutes. You can add honey to enhance its taste. Sipping 
this tea thrice or five times a day helps to treat congestion and cough.  
Make fresh tea every time and drink it hot.

The antiseptic properties of eucalyptus oil make it an essential item 
in any household. It also can be used for aromatherapy, hair and skin 
health, and certain other health conditions. However, eucalyptus oil 
can cause side effects like nausea, diarrhoea, vomiting, stomach trou-
ble and airborne contact dermatitis. Use the oil in diluted form only, 
whether you are using it topically or ingesting it. But otherwise, it is a 
wonderful ingredient to have in one’s home.
 

I, not events, have the power to make me happy 

or unhappy today. 

I can choose which it shall be. Yesterday is dead,  

tomorrow hasn't arrived yet. I have just one day,  

today, and I'm going to be happy in it.

- Groucho Marx
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Nature line

Eucalyptus
The Widow Maker

Eucalyptus is one of three similar genera of trees that are commonly 
referred to as eucalypts, the others being Corymbia and Angophora. They are 
also known as gum trees because they exude copious sap from any cut in the 
bark. Eucalypts have many other local names, like 'mallee', 'box', 'ironbark', 
'stringybark' and 'ash'. There are over 700 species of eucalypts, and almost 
all of them are in Australia. Eucalypts can be found in almost every part of 
Australia, and they are adapted to many different habitats.

Eucalypts were first introduced to the rest of the world by Sir Joseph 
Banks, botanist on the Cook expedition in 1770. They have since been 
introduced to many parts of the world. Several species have become invasive 
(spreading out of the area they were planted in) and are causing major 
problems for local wildlife.

Eucalypts began to grow between 35 and 50 million years ago, not long 
after Australia and New Guinea separated from Gondwana. Their coming 
coincides with an increase in fossil charcoal deposits (which might mean 
that fire was important to them even then), but they remained a minor 
component of the rainforest until about 20 million years ago, when the 
gradual drying of the continent and lessening of soil richness led to the 
growth of a more open forest type, with mainly Casuarina and Acacia trees. 
With the arrival of the first humans about 50 thousand years ago, fires 
became much more frequent and the fire-loving eucalypts soon came to 
account for roughly 70% of Australian forest.

Nearly all eucalypts are evergreen but some tropical species lose their 
leaves at the end of the dry season. Many eucalypts also change the shape of 
their leaves as they get older. Young eucalypts have round leaves. When one 
to a few years old, the leaves of most kinds become longer and spearhead 
or sickle shaped. A few kinds keep the round leaf shape all their lives. Most 
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species do not flower until the adult leaves mature. The woody fruits of 
eucalyptus are called gumnuts. They are roughly cone-shaped and open at 
one end to release the seeds.

The bark dies every year. In smooth-barked trees most of the bark falls 
off the tree, leaving a smooth surface that is often colourfully marked. With 
rough-barked trees the dead bark stays on the tree and dries out. Many 
kinds of eucalyptus trees have smooth bark at the top but rough bark lower 
down. These different kinds of bark are used to arrange the eucalypts into 
groups like Stringbark, Ironbark, Tessellated, Box and Ribbon.  A variety 
named Australian Mountain Ash is among the tallest trees in the world 
at up to 92 metres in height and the tallest of all flowering plants. Most 
eucalypts cannot survive frost. The hardiest eucalypts are the so-called 
Snow gums such as Eucalyptus pauciflora which is capable of withstanding 
cold and frost down to about -20°C. 

The leaves are covered with oil glands. Eucalyptus oil is extracted 
from the leaves by steaming. The oil extracted from eucalyptus leaves is a 
strong, natural disinfectant, which is used in some medicines, but can be 
poisonous if too much is taken. It is often used to treat coughs and colds. 
Several marsupials, such as koalas and some possums, are partly resistant to 
it. These animals can distinguish which plants are safe to eat by their smell.  
The oil can be used for cleaning, deodorising, and in very small amounts 
in food supplements, especially sweets, cough drops and decongestants. 
Eucalyptus oil is an insect repellent.

The leaves of the ghost gum variety were used by Aborigines of Australia 
to catch fish. Soaking the leaves in water releases a mild tranquiliser which 
stuns fish, making them easy to catch.

Eucalypts provide a lot of nectar in their flowers, providing food for bees 
and many insects. The nectar of some eucalyptus produces high quality 
honey. In the western United States the flowering is in late January, before 
the flowering of other nut and fruit trees; this means that its nectar can be 
easily made into its own kind of honey, which is said to have a buttery taste.

Eucalypts have a habit of dropping entire branches off as they grow. 
Eucalyptus forests are littered with dead branches. The Australian Ghost 
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Gum Eucalyptus papuana is sometimes called the widow maker. Many 
deaths were actually caused by simply camping under them, as the trees 
shed whole and very large branches to save water during droughts. 

On warm days eucalyptus oil vapour rises above the bush to create 
the well-known distant blue haze of the Australian landscape. Eucalyptus 
oil catches fire very easily, and bush fires can travel quickly through the 
oil-rich air of the tree crowns. The dead bark and fallen branches are also 
flammable. Eucalypts are well adapted for periodic fires - in fact most 
species are dependent on them for spread and regeneration. They do this 
in several ways: by sprouting from underground tubers, hidden buds under 
their bark and from seeds sprouting in the ashes after the fire has opened 
them.

Eucalypts have many uses which have made them important. Because 
of their fast growth, these trees are grown mainly for their wood which is 
used as timber, firewood and pulpwood. Fast growth also makes eucalypts 
suitable as windbreaks. Eucalyptus wood is also used to make the digeridoo, 
a musical wind instrument made popular by the Aborigines.

Eucalypts draw a very large amount of water from the soil. They have 
been planted (or re-planted) in some places to lower the water table and 
reduce the amount of salt in the soil. Eucalypts have also been used as a 
way of reducing malaria by draining the soil in such places as Algeria, Sicily, 
mainland Europe and California. Drainage removes swamps which provide 
a habitat for mosquito larvae, but such drainage can also destroy harmless 
habitats by accident.

It is hard to fail, but it is worse never to 
have tried to succeed.

- Theodore Roosevelt
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Tech Line

Technologies have undergone tremendous transformation during 
the past few decades, more than ever before. It is more visible in 
computing field, with the machines becoming smarter and smarter  
day-by-day, thanks to phenomenal progress made in processing power. 

Pocket supercomputers that were unimaginable to researchers sweat-
ing over room-sized machines only decades ago, have now become  
realities. Technology has also improved how we communicate with ma-
chines. From punch cards to command lines to windows, mice, and 
touchscreens, the way we interact with our computers keeps evolving. 
The next leap is, naturally, to start talking to machines. Siri has proven 
a serviceable tool, though often more frustrating than anything.   The 
idea of accessing functionality and information across multiple apps 
with voice is clearly where things are going.

The story of computing has tracked how our machines have gotten 
smarter through the decades.  Venture Beat’s editor, Blaise Zerega,  says 
he’s excited to see where voice-activated tech will take us: “In the same 
way that the mobile phone changed everything, voice-activated, intel-
ligent assistance is going to really change everything. Instead of having 
to take your phone out, unlock it, speak to Siri   or type something, 
you can just yell it out in the room: “Hey, Alexa, what year was gold 
discovered in California?” That changes things a lot, and not just in 
the way we interact with the device.” Now we can see voice-activated 
gadgets that work like bots, connecting our TV, thermostat, and Twitter 
feed in one place. We can see where this is going: a device in the home 

Voice-driven Interface
The Future of  Computing
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or on the body (like a watch) that hears your command and responds: 
call home, order a salad, turn the lights off at the office, order an Uber, 
and the like. 

Devices like Amazon Echo and Google Home are only the 
 beginning, but they give us the first taste of the ambient interfaces of 
the future. Holler a question from your couch and get an answer. Yell 
that it’s too hot in the living room and it’ll stop being too hot. Zere-
ga talks about how “information will be woven into the fabric of our 
lives.” Our  voice will be our passport, indeed.

Companies recognize this shift, and are now offering the ability to 
easily add voice interface to products. Voice-recognition will become 
a standard for most products as advancements in artificial intelligence 
(like natural language processing) continue.

By understanding what we say and, more importantly,  what 
we mean, Artificial Intelligence-driven tech works to further re-
move barriers to human-to-computer interaction. It’s the contin-
uation of the same process that took us from needing to know ob-
scure DOS commands, to cumbersome multi-click UIs, to swip-
ing right. The trend is to make the way we communicate with our 
machines as natural and intuitive as possible. And few things are more  
human than the act of speech.

EKL Sudoku 117
Solution

4 9 1 2 7 8 5 6 3
6 8 5 4 3 9 1 7 2
2 7 3 6 5 1 4 9 8
9 3 7 5 4 6 8 2 1
5 2 4 8 1 7 9 3 6
1 6 8 9 2 3 7 4 5
3 1 2 7 9 5 6 8 4
7 4 6 1 8 2 3 5 9
8 5 9 3 6 4 2 1 7
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One day a man saw an old lady, stranded on the side of the road, 
but even in the dim light of day, he could see she needed help. So he 
pulled up in front of her Mercedes and got out. His Pontiac was still 
sputtering when he approached her. Even with the smile on his face, 
she looked worried. No one had stopped to help for the last hour or 
so. Was he going to hurt her? He didn't look safe; he looked poor and 
hungry.  

He could see that she was frightened, standing out there in the cold. 
He knew how she felt. It was that chill which only fear can put in you.  

He said, 'I'm here to help you, ma'am. Why don't you wait in the 
car where it's warm? By the way, my name is Bryan Anderson.'  

Well, all she had was a flat tire, but for an old lady, that was bad 
enough. Bryan crawled under the car looking for a place to put the 
jack, skinning his knuckles a time or two. Soon he was able to change 
the tire. But he had to get dirty and his hands hurt.  

As he was tightening up the lug nuts, she rolled down the window 
and began to talk to him. She told him that she was from St. Louis 
and was only just passing through. She couldn't thank him enough for 
coming to her aid.  

Bryan just smiled as he closed her trunk. The lady asked how much 
she owed him. Any amount would have been all right with her. She 
already imagined all the awful things that could have happened had he 
not stopped. Bryan never thought twice about being paid. This was not 
a job to him. This was helping someone in need, and God knows there 
were plenty, who had given him a hand in the past. He had lived his 
whole life that way, and it never occurred to him to act any other way.  

He told her that if she really wanted to pay him back, the next time 
she saw someone who needed help, she could give that person the 
assistance they needed, and Bryan added, 'And think of me.' 

God Knows the Right Way

Story Line
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He waited until she started her car and drove off. It had been a cold 
and depressing day, but he felt good as he headed for home, disappearing 
into the twilight.  

A few miles down the road the lady saw a small cafe. She went in 
to grab a bite to eat, and take the chill off before she made the last leg 
of her trip home. It was a dingy looking restaurant. Outside were two 
old gas pumps. The whole scene was unfamiliar to her. The waitress 
came over and brought a clean towel to wipe her wet hair. She had a 
sweet smile, one that even being on her feet for the whole day couldn't 
erase. The lady noticed the waitress was nearly eight months pregnant, 
but she never let the strain and aches change her attitude. The old 
lady wondered how someone who had so little could be so giving to a 
stranger. Then she remembered Bryan ..  

After the lady finished her meal, she paid with a hundred dollar bill. 
The waitress quickly went to get change for her hundred dollar bill, but 
the old lady had slipped right out the door. She was gone by the time 
the waitress came back. The waitress wondered where the lady could be. 
Then she noticed something written on the napkin.  

There were tears in her eyes when she read what the lady wrote: 'You 
don't owe me anything. I have been there too. Somebody once helped 
me out, the way I'm helping you. If you really want to pay me back, 
here is what you do: Do not let this chain of love end with you.' 

Under the napkin were four more $100 notes.  
Well, there were tables to clear, sugar bowls to fill, and people to 

serve, but the waitress made it through another day. That night when 
she got home from work and climbed into bed, she was thinking about 
the money and what the lady had written. How could the lady have 
known how much she and her husband needed it? With the baby due 
next month, it was going to be hard.... 

She knew how worried her husband was, and as he lay sleeping next 
to her, she gave him a soft kiss and whispered soft and low, 'Everything's 
going to be all right. I love you, Bryan (Anderson)’.

There is an old saying... 'What goes around comes around.' God works 
in mysterious ways, puts people on your way sometimes.
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Best Selling Books of  All Times
Pride of  All Collections

Book Line

Currently there is a feeling as well as saying that the book read-
ing habit of people shows a downward trend. There are many reasons 
pointed out in support of this saying, including high cost of printed 
books. However, there are many people for whom books are a weak-
ness, and they keep their own personal library at home. They may not 
read all the books they acquire, but they feel proud of having a good 
collection, and boast to others of having it.

Following is a list of the 25 best-selling books of all-time as well as 
the 25 best-selling book series of all-time, which occupy their place in 
many personal and library collections. They are ranked by the number 
of copies sold, and not any ratings based on personal evaluation.

Also, it is worth noting that some religious and political books 
such as The Bhagavad Gita, The Bible, Quran, and Quotations from 
Chairman Mao are believed to have more than a billion copies each in 
existence. However, exact number of sales and distributions for these 
books are nearly impossible to track because many are given away by 
churches, religious organisations  or governments. Additionally, these 
books have often been printed by a wide range of publishers over the 
centuries, many of them unreported. For these reasons, major religious 
and political texts are not listed here, but we can all agree that they are 
among the top selling books of all-time. Similarly, academic books are 
also excluded.
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Twenty Five Best Selling Books of All Times

1   Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes - 500 million copies sold 

2   A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens - 200 million copies sold 

3   The Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien -150 million copies sold 

4   The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupery -142 million copies sold 

5   Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone by J.K. Rowling -107 million copies sold 

6   And Then There Were None by Agatha Christie -100 million copies sold 

7   The Dream of the Red Chamber by Cao Xueqin -100 million copies sold 

8   The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien -100 million copies sold 

9   She: A History of Adventure by H. Rider Haggard -100 million copies sold 

10   The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis - 85 million copies sold 

11   The Da Vinci Code by Dan Brown - 80 million copies sold 

12   Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill - 70 million copies sold 

13   Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince - 65 million copies sold 

14   The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger - 65 million copies sold 

15   The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho -65 million copies sold 

16  Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by J.K. Rowling - 60 million copies 
sold 

17   Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling - 55 million copies 
sold 

18   Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling - 55 million copies sold 

19   Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J.K. Rowling - 55 million copies 
sold 

20 Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows by J.K. Rowling(50 million copies sold 

21 One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García Marquez - 50 million copies 
sold 

22 Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov - 50 million copies sold 

23 Anne of Green Gables by Lucy Maud Montgomery - 50 million copies sold 

24   Charlotte’s Web by E.B. White - 50 million copies sold 

25   Black Beauty by Anna Sewell - 50 million copies sold 
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 Twentyfive Best Selling Book Series of All Times

1   Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling - 450 million copies sold 

2   Goosebumps series by R.L. Stein - 300 million copies sold 

3   Perry Mason series by Erle Stanley Gardner - 300 million copies sold 

4   Berenstain Bears series by Stan and Jan Berenstain - 260 million copies sold 

5   Choose Your Own Adventure series by various authors - 250 million copies sold 

6   Sweet Valley High by Francine Pascal - 250 million copies sold 

7   Noddy series by Enid Blyton - 200 million copies sold 

8   Nancy Drew series by Carolyn Keene - 200 million copies sold 

9   Thomas the Tank Engine series by W. Awdry - 200 million copies sold 

10   San-Antonio series by Frédéric Dard - 200 million copies sold 

11   Robert Langdon series by Dan Brown - 200 million copies sold

12   The Baby-sitters Club by Ann Martin - 172 million copies sold 

13   Star Wars series by various authors - 150 million copies sold 

14   Little Critter series by Mercer Mayer - 150 million copies sold 

15   Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter - 150 million copies sold 

16   Chicken Soup for the Soul series by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen - 
130 million copies sold 

17   American Girl series by various authors - 120 million copies sold 

18   The Chronicles of Narnia series by C.S. Lewis - 120 million copies sold 

19   Mr. Men by Roger Hargreaves - 120 million copies sold 

20   The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer - 120 million copies sold 

21   Diary of a Wimpy Kid series by Jeff Kinney - 120 million copies sold 

22  Clifford the Big Red Dog series by Norman Bridwell - 110 million copies sold 

23   James Bond 007 series by Ian Fleming - 100 million copies sold 

24   Martine by Gilbert Delahaye and Marcel Marlier - 100 million copies sold 

25   Fifty Shades trilogy by E. L. James - 100 million copies sold 
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No Fear No Life
Taking Advantage of  Fear

Experts of Emotional Intelligence are of the opinion that fear is the 
most primal and in evolution, it has a special prominence. Perhaps, 
more than any other emotion, it is crucial for survival. Fear motivates 
more powerfully, more persuasively, and more physiologically than any 
other emotion. The basic principle is simple. People want to avoid loss 
more than they want to acquire gain. They are more motivated by the 
threat of losing than we are by the prospect of winning. 

Fear impairs your capability to logically assess a situation. Business 
people know that. The more they make you panic, the more likely you 
are to fall into their trap. And they mostly succeed. That is why they 
are so good at siphoning off money, especially from more vulnerable 
people like seniors. 

Fear is a disturbed state of mind which affects the proper functioning 
of the body systems shattering desirable health state. The disturbance 
of the mind is caused by the feeling of the possibility of happening of 
something undesirable. Fear directly or indirectly orient to death which 
no live form wants to happen. Death is inevitable for live forms in 
general. But each live form wants to avoid it. In purana there is a story 
like this. Kamsa was driving his sister to her husband's house after her 
marriage, when he heard an asareeri (bodyless voice) that the eighth son 
of her sister would kill him. Suddenly he got enraged and tried to cut 
off his sister's head pulling her by the hair, and thus to avoid his death. 
It was due to the intense fear that caused Kamsa's sudden reflection. 

Since it affects health (which may cause death, the inevitable) one wants 
to pluck reason for fear, throwing away money. The marketing implica-
tions of this insight are enormous. And smart marketers have been taking  
advantage of fear for years. In modern world, the general public dare to 

Life Line
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spend any amount of money to mitigate fear on which businesses get 
benefitted.

In spite of the availability of all the information through various 
sources including the Internet, we seem to rely on some expert to ed-
ucate us. Anyone with an opinion today is easily deemed an expert. 
Anyone can use phrases like research shows without a shred of evidence 
to back up their claims. Some of these so-called experts may be leaders 
in their fields, but it is usually impossible to know the upfront. As long 
as any expert has your attention, their game is working.

Problems cause fear. If you do not have them, there are several peo-
ple including your friends and professional experts to highlight them 
and make you convinced that you really have them. Advisors have a 
major role in creating fear. They do more harm than good. Getting 
scared on flimsy grounds has become natural for humans. They tend 
to believe others on unfounded arguments and isolated examples. They 
easily fall prey to absorbing oratory and get tangled in fear. Fear gener-
ally comes from external sources. Well, for any problem someone has 
the perfect solution, provided you have enough money to pay to get it 
right away. Solution providers have their own ways of scaring you into 
agreeing to their offerings. 

Fear may be controlled by control of mind. For that we must recog-
nize that we are solely responsible for the thoughts our minds produce. 
While we cannot stop our thinking process completely, we can take 
control over them and create moments of peace for ourselves.

Basic needs of man are food, shelter and cloth. His earnings in excess 
of meeting these needs contribute to affluence. Affluence is a factor that 
is exploited by people who make money out of fear. With affluence one 
becomes ready to spend it partly or wholly to mitigate fears to which 
he is driven. Fear industry looks at this affluence and creates products 
supposed to mitigate fears. People with affluence are dragged into these 
fears to empty their pockets in favour of the fear industry. Here are a 
few examples to note the running of the fear industry.
Advertisements Create Fear

The prefixing of anti to words indicating undesirable qualities make 
big market for many products. A host of companies make products 
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with anti tag that promise you instant sanitation. It has been seen that 
if you sell products that kill germs, you make big profit. Consumers’ 
fear about dirt and germs is so aggravated that anything with an anti 
tag will easily sell. Many product names start with the prefix anti indi-
cating their power to fight a very undesirable condition.  We may see 
an entire class of products that fight humanity’s most natural process 
- aging. Beauty companies would have you believe that the solution 
to growing older lies in ill-proven products. Anti-aging creams, balms, 
and sprays will set you back financially, but may not stop you looking 
old and make you young. It should be remembered that over the years, 
researchers have discovered that the love of antibacterial products has 
had negative repercussions like antibiotic-resistant superbugs and an 
increase in allergies.  

Obesity advertisements uphold that carrying extra weight will lead 
to severe health hazards and diminished social status. You simply must 
combat those extra weight through diet pills and fad diets contributing 
heavily to weight loss industry. 

Security is the opposite of fear. It stands to reason that the security 
industry, which sells products and services that protect your body and 
assets, makes big money out of the fear psychosis.   The funny thing 
about security systems is that not all of it works. The security industry 
knows that the more paranoid you feel, the more likely you are to put 
your hard-earned money towards their products.  

Dogs and cats have been companions of man for centuries. Many 
people keep them as pets. In spite of the fact that they can live happily 
in normal domestic surroundings, owners spend money on a lot of ex-
tras for them. It is the fear of the unpredictable that keeps them buying 
extras in the name of pet safety and well-being and pushes them into 
the play of the fear industry.  

The media mainlines fear for profit. On any given day, the newspa-
pers, websites, and TV shows that make up the mainstream media will 
tell you about baby killers, deadly wild animals, conspiracies, crash-
es, fires, and terrorists. Once the media ratchets up your anxiety with 
scary stories, you’ll keep turning to it for answers, or at least updates. 
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Meanwhile, the media profits off the advertisers, impressions, ratings, 
pageviews, and all that other soft currency that results from your sus-
tained attention. 

Religion has been upheld as the ultimate solution to reign in the sin-
ners and strays among us. Using it to condemn anyone who is not liv-
ing a morally fit existence is quite the norm. When it comes to religion, 
people choose to listen to those who frighten them with the miseries of 
their abode in hell if they continue these sinful acts. They are forced to 
agree into offerings to gods to get out of their sins.

Death insurance, life insurance, dismemberment insurance, disabil-
ity insurance, accident insurance, property insurance and what not; 
you could insure against any undesirable happening, if you so desired. 
But how many of these so-called safety contracts do you really need? If 
you’re scared of everything, well, you need them all. And you’ll fatten 
a few business. 

Banks offer products to protect you on appropriate payment against 
those worrisome possibilities of financial fraud, however remote they 
actually are. So you bank on bank and fall into several schemes offered, 
bringing more benefits to bank than to you. In many cases, however, 
you should be more worried about the bank taking your money than 
losing it. 

The wellness industry focuses on preventing illness instead of fight-
ing it once it has appeared. The industry, which covers everything from 
massage to supplements, plays an important role in keeping everyone 
fit and well-nourished. But that does not stop the industry from scaring 
you into buying their goodies. Health activists insist that, unless you 
follow their prescribed patterns of behaviour, your risk of becoming ill 
will increase. 

Drug companies profit from treating diseases, not curing them. So 
the more conditions there are to treat, the more drugs a drug maker 
can sell. Needless to say, Big Pharma is not interested in curing you. It 
is interested in keeping you sick—and swallowing its pills. No wonder 
they spend way more on marketing than on R&D. 
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Thanks to a convoluted healthcare system, some doctors are now 
screwing us. At some point during their training, they learn that mak-
ing us better involves potentially unnecessary tests and procedures. 
Some medical professionals act like businesspeople when you are scared 
enough to trust that every referral, procedure, and medication they give 
you is, in fact, necessary to make you better. 

You will do anything to avoid getting a computer virus. Thanks to 
a few bad ones, we are convinced that horrible things will happen to 
our computers. Ignorance about technical helps fuel the mass hysteria. 
Thus we bump up our weekly anti-virus download and buy all the pro-
posed fixes so as not to take any chances.

People have made the shift from managing own lives to seeking 
an expert for everything - life coaches, spiritual guides and organizers. 
What is wrong with accepting that you are not the most organized per-
son, or that you need to get higher degree to move ahead at work? Of 
course, we do have a lot of environmental problems which are impossi-
ble to ignore. But there have been improvements, too. When it comes 
to the environment, fear just seems to be the proven formula. You can 
now buy a host of green products that you may or may not need – and 
that may or may not help the environment, depending on who is ped-
dling them. Advertisers will still play on your most neurotic tendencies 
to squeeze out those extra consumer currency.

Even if you are competent to make intelligent decisions, you feel 
comfortable to hire a consultant to advise you. Even if your training 
and skills are directly related to your business and you have years of 
experience, you tend to believe that a consultant who has no knowl-
edge whatsoever about your chosen field holds the key to your success. 
Follow his or her advice, and your business will be just fine. But do not 
hesitate to hire business help when you falter in any way on your own. 

Black mailing by creating fear is not uncommon in society. Many are 
put onto fear through predictions based on astrology and numerology. 
Close examination may lead to the feeling that the world runs on fear.

[CGS]
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Stoicism is a school of Hellenistic philosophy that flourished 
throughout the Roman and Greek world until the 3rd century AD. 
Stoicism is predominantly a philosophy of personal ethics which is 
informed by its system of logic and its views on the natural world. 
According to its teachings, the path to happiness for humans is found 
in accepting that which we have been given in life, by not allowing 
ourselves to be controlled by our desire for pleasure or our fear of pain, 
but by using our minds to understand the world around us and to do 
our part in nature's plan, and by working together and treating others 
in a fair and just manner.

Stoicism was founded in Athens by Zeno of Citium in the ear-
ly 3rd century BC. The Stoics taught that emotions resulted in errors 
of judgment which were destructive, due to the active relationship  
between cosmic determinism and human freedom, and the belief that 
it is virtuous to maintain a will (called prohairesis) that is in accord with 
nature. Because of this, the Stoics presented their philosophy as a way 
of life, and they thought that the best indication of an individual's phi-
losophy was not what a person said but how that person behaved. To live 
a good life, one had to understand the rules of the natural order since they 
taught that everything was rooted in nature. 

Later Stoics—such as Seneca and Epictetus—emphasized that, because 
virtue is sufficient for happiness, a sage was immune to misfortune. This be-
lief is similar to the meaning of the phrase stoic calm, though the phrase 
does not include the radical ethical Stoic views that only a sage can be con-
sidered truly free, and that all moral corruptions are equally vicious.

Stoic Philosophy

Life Line
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From its founding, Stoic doctrine was popular throughout the Ro-
man Empire—and its adherents included the Emperor Marcus Aure-
lius. It later experienced a decline after Christianity became the state re-
ligion in the 4th century. Over the centuries, it has seen revivals, notably 
in the Renaissance and in the modern era.

The Stoics provided a unified account of the world, consist-
ing of formal logic, monistic physics and naturalistic ethics. Of 
these, they emphasized ethics as the main focus of human knowl-
edge, though their logical theories were of more interest for later  
philosophers.

Stoicism teaches the development of self-control and forti-
tude as a means of overcoming destructive emotions; the phi-
losophy holds that becoming a clear and unbiased thinker al-
lows one to understand the universal reason (logos). A primary as-
pect of Stoicism involves improving the individual's ethical and  
moral well-being: Virtue consists in a will that is in agreement with 
Nature. This principle also applies to the realm of interperson-
al relationships; to be free from anger, envy, and jealousy, and to ac-
cept even slaves as equals of other men, because all men are alike as  
products of nature.

The Stoic ethic espouses a deterministic perspective; in regard to 
those who lack Stoic virtue, Cleanthes once opined that the wicked 
man is like a dog tied to a cart, and compelled to go wherever it goes. A 
Stoic of virtue, by contrast, would amend his will to suit the world 
and remain, in the words of Epictetus, sick and yet happy, in peril and 
yet happy, dying and yet happy, in exile and happy, in disgrace and happy, 
thus positing a completely autonomous individual will, and at the same 
time a universe that is a rigidly deterministic single whole. This viewpoint 
was later described as Classical Pantheism (and was adopted by Dutch 
philosopher Baruch Spinoza).
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Traits of  Stoics
Positive traits: Stoics accept the way the world works. They keep 

calm, can handle most things, make the best out of life, are peace-
ful, stable, surrendering and tranquil.

The Stoic attitude is often selected when the virtues required to 
fulfill the soul's agenda are patience and endurance. 

There is a sense of satisfaction in everyday tasks, with a feeling 
that everything in the world is connected just the way it should be.

Thought processes at this state of composure are level-headed 
and without stress, and can feel like the placid waters of a secluded 
mountain lake that sway and lap against smooth and rounded peb-
bles on the shore.

Negative traits: Stoics are emotionally withdrawn, exhausted, 
non-confrontational, poker-faced, resigned to their fate, unexpres-
sive and unusually quiet.

The feeling of resignation leads to a decrease of confidence and a 
"sinking sensation" in the body. The posture stoops, the shoulders 
slump, the eyes stare into space, the face sags, and there may be 
frequent sighs and mutterings.

The mental focus may also shift erratically, making concentra-
tion more difficult. Feelings of emptiness may ensue, leading to 
emotional indifference and sensations of isolation, like being ma-
rooned in the cold, dark, vastness of space.

Stoics appear emotionally detached and resigned, as if they feel a 
quiet resolve about something that cannot be altered. In fact, their 
faces can look like masks and are often long-drawn as if weighted by 
the gravity of their burdens. When their eyes are not frustratingly 
impassive, they can appear, in a poetic sense, like dark chasms that 
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act as reservoirs for the failures, disappointments, and losses of hu-
manity. The Stoic is perhaps closer to understanding what is truly 
required to be human.

The first rule in getting along with the Stoic is to honor their 
natural penchant for being quiet and taciturn. Learn to enjoy this 
silence with the Stoic as a tranquil truce with the incessant fury of 
a clamorous world.

Stoics are people of few words, and never wanting to belabor a 
point, they favor direct communication that cuts to the chase with-
out unnecessary tangents or verbal flourishes. A simple thumbs up 
or down will often suffice when communicating with them.

Stoics are temperamentally equipped to work long hours pro-
vided that their work is not subject to pointless interruption. More 
than the other attitudes, they prefer peaceful environments where 
they can focus, like a Zen Monk, on the task at hand.

Literature offers volumes of stoical characters, including Brutus 
in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. In crime fictions, films and TV seri-
als, stoics are represented by many characters: the Accidental Tour-
ist, and even Yoda from Star Wars. Perhaps the most well-known 
stoic is Mr. Spock, the emotionally reserved Vulcan from Star Trek 
-- though he could run a close tie with the stoic believer Fox Mulder 
from the TV series, The X-Files. 

Parts of the Asian world are almost a cliché of Stoicism, and 
Great Britain, with its Buckingham Palace guards and a national 
pride that stand resolute and "keeps a stiff upper lip" in the face of 
adversity, is widely known for posturing stoic virtues.

Buddhism, a religion that preaches calmness and emotional tem-
perance, is inherently stoic in the way it seeks peace and mindful-
ness in the present moment.

As a Stoic you are a grounding force in peoples lives and 
that is both valuable and needed.
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